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This has been my 1st season as Club Chair having been encouraged to undertake, and subsequently voted into, the 
position. I did so with some trepidation, but agreed to take up the role with my “wing man” of old, Nik Tinney, also 
agreeing to step into the position of Club Secretary. With us both having to supersede “seasoned professionals”, the 
task for either of us to fill those shoes was not going to be an easy one. I would like to put on record the Board’s thanks 
for the dedicated service offered by both John Shipwright and Stuart Nicholls, respectively, in those Chair and Secretary 
roles previously. Their work ensured a seamless handover to us new incumbents. 

As you will know, the season was unfortunately marred by Stuart’s passing, along with that of long-serving sponsor and 
supporter, Geoff Bond, two great stalwarts of the club without whom Truro RFC would not be in a position that it is in 
today. In a difficult year, Truro RFC also lost two other previous members, in Vic Morgan and Roger Ryman. Our 
thoughts remain with all of their families. 

On to the field, and the achievements of all of our representative sides, I would like to doff my cap to every single one 
of them, not only for the results, but for the way that they have approached the “one-club” vision of Truro RFC. 

In a season that was truncated by all that CV-19 brought with it, end of season accolades were in short supply, but with 
the RFU using an extrapolation method the 1st XV managed to bounce back straight out of the Cornwall & Devon 
league with immediate promotion as champions back into the Western Counties West division. A county cup run was 
to fall foul of the virus too, robbing them of the opportunity to advance to a first final for many years. 

That promotion is obviously the headline grabbing achievement, but I would also like to point to the re-emergence of 
both the 2nd XV as well as the tentative recommencement of our senior Ladies, plus the first ever junior ladies/girls 
sides to represent the club. The Colts had another excellent season, building on the previous season’s success, which 
was heading towards an end of season head-to-head battle for the right to call themselves Cornwall’s “top dogs” at 
U18 level, an outcome we did not see due to the CV truncation. Touch participation reached record levels this season, 
and the youth/mini age-groups continued to represent the club strongly, so across the spectrum the playing side of the 
club is in a very healthy position. 

The end of the season has brought with it the challenges of coping with Covid, something that has forced us to close 
our facilities for very nearly 6 months. Thanks to the strong position of governance and controls that have been put 
into place, the club has coped admirably during the period of lockdown, but now comes the challenge of slowly 
releasing those Covid shackles and return all levels to playing again… under Government and RFU guidelines. Those 
strict guidelines bring with them the need for increased regulation and administration, plus the necessary evil of an 
inherent increased cost and, with income generation also challenged during these times, those strong controls and 
governance will be needed now more than ever. 

From a grounds and house point of view, the start of the season saw some improvements by way of the complete 
refurbishment of the main toilet facilities in the clubhouse, improvements which have received grateful reviews from 
their users. This off-season has seen our major investment spend focussed on trying to correct the 2nd pitch problems 
which have dogged us for many years. Indications to date are that this has been money well spent to improve that 
playing surface. 

I would like to thank each and every member of the Board, the Management Committee and the Youth Committee, all 
of whom have been invaluable with their support, assistance and advice throughout the season and, probably even 
more importantly, through this period of enforced lockdown. I would also like to personally thank Noeline Hanson who 
is stepping down from her role as Club Treasurer. Her role in introducing systemised accounting and enforcing financial 
controls have helped us reach the solid financial position that we are now in. 

In conclusion, Truro RFC has achieved so much in the last 12 months, that it is such a shame that the momentum has 
been stifled somewhat by the restrictions that have been imposed by CV-19. All of what has been achieved has only 
been possible by the army of those who represent or support the club, be they playing members (across the spectrum), 
Board or Committee members, vice presidents, life members, managers, coaches, physios, siblings, parents, 
supporters, organisers, fundraisers or, of course, valued sponsors. 

It has certainly been an interesting first year in office and I am, much like the rest of you, looking forward to seeing this 
wonderful game of ours restart again, hopefully sometime soon. 

Carl PRICE 
Chair, Truro RFC 


